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8 October 2014 
 
 
 
Dear Maureen 
 
ScotRail Franchise 
 
I write to inform you that the Scottish Government intends to award the ScotRail franchise 
contract to Abellio ScotRail Ltd. 
   
The new franchise contract confirms the Scottish Government’s commitment to the Scottish rail 
service.  It will commence on 1 April 2015, and delivers investment in the service for the next 
ten years. 
 
The decision to notify the intention to award this contract follows rigorous evaluation of the 
submitted bids from the five shortlisted tenderers, led by Transport Scotland. 
 
Each bid, from Arriva, Abellio, First Group, MTR and National Express , was of high quality, and 
reflected our specification that the franchise should put the passenger first, contribute to the 
overall economy, and build on the successes of the current franchise. 
 
The successful bidder’s proposals satisfy these requirements and more. 
    
The agreed contract will see the introduction of  trains more suited to the demands of inter-city 
travel with faster journey times, improved facilities, galley catering, more comfort and greater 
security for passengers on services.  The contract will also deliver new electric trains, with 
corridors throughout the whole train length on the Edinburgh to Glasgow route and they will 
service other routes as we progress electrification within the control period. 
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The franchisee will also establish the Great Scenic Railways of Scotland,  involving the West 
Highland, Kyle, Far North, Borders, Stranraer and Dumfries lines, to market Scotland’s scenery, 
its heritage and its tourist attractions to a wider audience.  Trains on these routes will be 
refurbished and there will be dedicated tourism ambassadors, trained by Visit Scotland, to 
provide information on attractions, history and journey connections.  It is hoped that community 
rail groups, local businesses and the wider railway industry will engage with the franchisee to 
maximise the opportunities arising from this initiative. 
 
The new franchise will transform the passenger experience with improved provision of 
information, enhanced websites, a price promise to provide the best value ticket as well as a 
Scotland-wide extension of smart and integrated ticketing. The franchise will take forward the 
Government’s commitment to bear down on fares to make rail a much more attractive travel 
choice. As of January 2015 peak fares will be capped at RPI and off-peak fares cannot increase 
at a rate greater than RPI-1%. In addition, Jobseekers and the newly employed will also benefit 
from reduced fare schemes and a Club 50 Smartcard will offer discounts on specified off-peak 
products to individuals who are 50 years and over. 
  
A mobile ticketing application will enable passengers to buy tickets, to search for travel 
information, to book cycle hire and taxis, from selected stations, and to obtain details on less 
busy services. With these tools passengers can make more informed choices. 
  
Across the network,  there will be more car parking spaces, more electric car charging bays and 
more cycle spaces and even, at selected stations, a Bike & Go cycle hire scheme.  
Station environments will be updated with more platform shelters, more refreshment kiosks and 
major enhancements at Aberdeen, Perth, Stirling, Motherwell and Inverness. At selected 
stations, cross-modal information screens will display arrivals and departures of other modes 
such as bus, ferry or air.  
  
We have acted to ensure that the interests of ScotRail staff are addressed in the new franchise 
contract.  TUPE applies, as does continued inclusion in the continuing ScotRail section of the 
railway pensions scheme.  We have also ensured that staff and subcontractors will be paid, at a 
minimum, the Living Wage and additionally we have secured a commitment to no compulsory 
redundancy for staff.  
 
The successful bidder is committed to investing in staff training and development (with a 
minimum spend of £1 million per annum) through an expansion of e-learning as well as 
opportunities for staff to gain recognised, certificated qualifications.  We have also secured a 
commitment of at least ten apprenticeships each year of which four must be in the engineering 
disciplines. 
 
The franchise also provides for a scheme to enable employees to share in franchise profits 
subject to key performance targets being made. Additionally, eligible employees will be able to 
earn points redeemable for rewards at high street retailers. 
 
In terms of social enterprise and corporate responsibility the contract provides for a 
comprehensive schools programme to raise awareness of the risks inherent in the railway 
environment as well as a pilot ‘travelling classroom’ for schools to learn about the railway and 
their local environment.  Additionally, the franchisee will provide practical support to Scottish 
veterans and work placements for recent ex-offenders in order to further integration into wider 
society. Opportunities for business will be present not only in supporting the scenic railway 
initiative but also through the provision of incubator space at selected stations for small, start-up 
companies.  
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The new franchise  provides a good deal for passengers, for staff, for business and local 
communities.  In short, a good deal for Scotland. 
 
Kind regards 

                                
KEITH BROWN 


